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Abstract
Background: Neurodevelopmental and intellectual impairments are extremely heterogeneous disorders caused by a diverse variety
of genes involved in different molecular pathways and networks. Genetic alterations in cilia, highly-conserved organelles with
sensorineural and signal transduction roles can compromise their proper functions and lead to so-called “ciliopathies” featuring
intellectual disability (ID) or neurodevelopmental disorders as frequent clinical manifestations. Here, we report several Iranian
families affected by ID and other ciliopathy-associated features carrying known and novel variants in two ciliary genes; CEP104
and CEP290.
Methods: Whole exome and targeted exome sequencing were carried out on affected individuals. Lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs)
derived from the members of affected families were established for two families carrying CEP104 mutations. RNA and protein
expression studies were carried out on these cells using qPCR and Western blot, respectively.
Results: A novel homozygous variant; NM_025114.3:c.7341_7344dupACTT p.(Ser2449Thrfs*8) and four previously reported
homozygous variants; NM_025114.3:c.322C > T p.(Arg108*), NM_025114.3:c.4393C > T p.(Arg1465*), NM_025114.3:c.5668G > T
p.(Gly1890*) and NM_025114.3:c.1666dupA p.(Ile556Asnfs*20) were identified in CEP290. In two other families, two
novel homozygous variants; NM_014704:c.2356_2357insTT p.(Cys786Phefs*11) and NM_014704:c.1901_1902insT
p.(Leu634Phefs*33) were identified in CEP104, another ciliary gene. qPCR and Western blot analyses showed significantly lower
levels of CEP104 transcripts and protein in patients compared to heterozygous or normal family members.
Conclusion: We emphasize the clinical variability and pleiotropic phenotypes due to the variants of these genes. In conclusion,
our findings support the pivotal role of these genes in cognitive and neurodevelopmental features.
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Introduction
Intellectual disability (ID) is considered a major health
care problem causing a considerable socioeconomic
burden on the population.1 ID can occur as part of
neurological features in well-defined syndromes or it
may present no other concomitant prominent symptoms,
known as non-syndromic ID.2,3 ID shows an extreme level
of genetic heterogeneity with many genes from virtually all
functional molecular pathways and networks underlying
the disorder.4-8 Genes responsible for ciliary functions, for
example, are associated with clinical syndromes featuring
ID as a key neurological outcome.
Cilia, microtubule-based organelles projecting from
the cell membrane surface are found on a vast variety
of eukaryotic cell types including most neuronal cells
in the central nervous system.9 Non-motile (primary)
cilia are thought to be involved in sensory functions
(e.g. in olfactory neurons) and regulation of signal
transduction.9-10 Defects in proteins localizing at cilia

and centrosomes and/or contributing to ciliary and
centrosomal functions are known to be associated
with genetically heterogeneous and widely pleiotropic
consequences known as “ciliopathies” with common
neurological phenotypes.11-13 Since in the current study,
we focus on the phenotypes of two ciliary genes, a brief
introduction on their functions is given below;
CEP104
First identified as a centrosomal protein in a proteomic
study of human centrioles,14 CEP104 has been recently
shown to be a key player in regulation of microtubule
dynamics and ciliogenesis.15 During the cell cycle, CEP104
localizes to the distal ends of both mother and daughter
centrioles and relocalizes from mother centriole to the
tip of the elongating cilium when the cell exits from the
cell cycle and starts to form cilia.16,17 This localization
pattern is associated with interactions with the CEP97CP110 complex.17 Depletion of CEP104 results in
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compromised ciliogenesis or reduced-length cilia in RPE1
cells16,18 and its variants are associated with a ciliopathy
disorder called Joubert syndrome (JBTS).19 In addition,
its structure containing a canonical tubulin-binding,
tumor overexpressed gene (TOG) domain provides
more support for its role in ciliogenesis (Figure 1).15,18,20
A study in the multiciliated protozoan Tetrahymena
using creation of knockout strains to investigate the
localization and function of FAP256A (CEP104 ortholog
in Tetrahymena) and two other ciliary proteins showed
that FAP256A localizes at the boundary of distal segment
and contributes to elongation of complete microtubules
(A-tubules) by facilitating the addition of tubulin subunits
to the ends of elongating microtubules. This study showed
that FAP256A/CEP104 deficiency reduces the cilia
parameters (cilia number and the length of A-tubules)
and compromises the signaling functions of sensory cilia,
which is the likely cause of JBTS.21 A high-throughput
study trying to identify the interactome of human
centrosomal and ciliary proteins using Proximity LabelMS showed extensive interaction of these proteins with
dozens of partners including CEP104, CEP290 and other
CEP proteins.22 CEP104 has been shown to interact with
Nek1, which is involved in cilia stability15 and a recent
study introduced the CEP104-CSPP1 complex as an
important requisite for their proper function in regulating
cilia length. Consistent with this result, Cep104-deficient
zebrafish showed shortened cilia in Kupffer’s vesicle
together with cranial nerve abnormalities.23 Both CEP104
and CEP290 have been recently identified to be associated

with a ciliary protein module containing ARMC9,
TOGARAM1, CSPP1, RPGRIP1L and CCDC66 whose
dysfunction can cause JBTS.24
CEP290
CEP290 was first identified as 3H11Ag, a tumor-associated
antigen in different neoplastic cells.25 It was renamed as
CEP290 after being recognized as a centrosomal protein
through proteomic studies.26 This gene spans 54 exons
and encodes a large multidomain protein with highly
conserved motifs.27 CEP290 dynamically localizes to the
centrosomes, nucleus, basal bodies, centriolar satellites
and the transition zone in many different cells including
photoreceptors.28,29 Pathogenic variants of CEP290 have
been linked to diverse ciliopathy phenotypes including
leber congenital amaurosis (LCA), JBTS, Bardet-Biedl
syndrome (BBS), Meckel syndrome and Senior-Loken
syndrome.10,27-30 CEP290 contributes to interactions with
many other centrosomal and ciliary proteins making it
an important player for functions related to centrosome
and cilia. CEP290 interacts with CCDC66 and PCM1
serving in ciliogenesis and ciliary trafficking.31 Together
with PCM1, CEP290 is required for correct recruitment of
RAB8A, a small GTPase, to the primary cilia where it exerts
its ciliogenic effect.32 CEP290 was also shown to colocalize
and interact with CC2D2A, another ciliary protein
linked to JBTS and related disorders and its knockdown
synergistically exacerbates the pronephric cyst phenotype
(ciliary dysfunction in zebrafish resembling human
cystic kidney disease) in zebrafish sentinel phenotype.33

Figure 1. A) Schematic Representation of the Human CEP104. The exons are shown to scale as vertical bars. The mutations in families
are shown relative to their positions in gene and protein domains. B) Schematic domain view of human CEP104, adapted from Al-Jassar
et al.15 C) Axial, sagittal and flair views of brain MRI scans from patient in family 8800138 (a1, a2, a3) and a male patient from family
9100012 (b1, b2, b3) show normal brain structure with no characteristics of Joubert syndrome including molar tooth sign and hypoplasia
of the cerebellar vermis. D) Pedigrees and segregation of the mutations within families.

Figure 1. A) Schematic Representation of the Human CEP104. The exons are shown to scale as vertical bars. The mutations in families
are shown relative to their positions in gene and protein domains. B) Schematic domain view of human CEP104, adapted from Al-Jassar
et al.15 C) Axial, sagittal and flair views of brain MRI scans from patient in family 8800138 (a1, a2, a3) and a male patient from family
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Among the other CEP290 partners are RPFR and ATF4,
a microtubule-based transport protein and a cAMPdependent transcription factor involved in renal cyst
development, respectively.28
As ID shows an extreme level of genetic heterogeneity,
characterizing the genetic landscape in affected individuals
could yield more knowledge on its molecular etiology
and pathogenesis. Here, we report several families with
previously reported and novel variants of two ciliary genes;
CEP104 and CEP290 associated with syndromic and nonsyndromic forms of ID, adding evidence on the role of
these genes in causing ID. The identified variants expand
the genetic and phenotypic spectrum associated with these
genes. We also aimed to elucidate the molecular effect of
novel variants identified in CEP104 on transcriptome and
protein expression to confirm their pathogenicity.
Materials and Methods
Study Subjects
Families recruited in this study were entirely from a largescale Next-generation sequencing (NGS) cohort of Iranian
families affected with autosomal recessive intellectual
disability (ARID) referred to the Genetics Research Center
at the University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation
Sciences and Kariminejad - Najmabadi Pathology &
Genetics Center, Tehran, Iran between 2009 and 2018. Of
those, families with identified causative variants in genes
encoding centrosomal proteins (CEP) were chosen to be
included in this study. A total of seven families were found
to have such variants and enrolled in the study (see Table
1). In these families, either whole exome or targeted exome
sequencing was used based on instructions from referring
clinicians. All patients underwent detailed physical and
clinical examination and clinical data were collected
accordingly. Detailed phenotypic description of patients
are provided in Supplementary file 1 and Table 1. The
CEP104 variants in families 8800138 and 9100012 were
novel variants previously reported by our group5 which
have been further investigated by analyzing the variants’
transcriptome and protein profiling in the current study.
Genetic Analysis
After obtaining informed consent, peripheral blood
samples were taken from all affected members of the
families. Genomic DNA was extracted using the saltingout method. Based on instructions from referring
clinicians and clinical manifestations, either wholeexome or targeted sequencing was used, respectively for
cases without or with phenotypic features specific to a
given syndrome. The sequencing approach used for each
family is shown in Table 1 and the list of genes for each
targeted panel is provided in Supplementary Table S3.
Exome enrichment of total genomic DNA was performed
using Agilent Human All Exon kit (Agilent Technologies
Inc., USA) and Illumina HiSeq sequencer (Illumina Inc.,
USA) was used for paired-end sequencing. Analysis of
sequencing was carried out using Medical Resequencing
366
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Analysis (MERAP)34 and Genome Analysis Toolkit
(GATK)35 pipelines. Functional annotation of identified
variants was performed using ANNOVAR36 tool. Neutral
variants and previously reported variants in population
databases with a frequency of 1% or above were filtered
out from further analysis. Pathogenicity interpretation
of identified variants was based on ACMG37 guidelines.
The pathogenicity predictions and allele frequencies
for variants identified in this study are provided in
Supplementary Table S2. To ensure that identified
mutations in patients are segregated in family members,
Sanger sequencing was performed for family members
when they were available for testing.
Investigation of CEP104 RNA and Protein Expression in
Lymphoblastoid Cell Lines
In order to obtain a constant supply of biomolecules
from study subjects, lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs)
derived from the members of the affected families were
established by in-vitro infection of peripheral blood B
cells with Epstein-Barr virus using B95-8 lymphoblastoid
cells.38 RNA and protein expression studies were then
carried out on these cells according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. To perform the transcriptome and protein
level expression study, total cellular RNA and proteins
were extracted from LCLs as described below. Following
RNA extraction, using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) and concentration measurement
(Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer, Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, USA), cDNA synthesis was performed using
a RevertAidFirst Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, USA). Using specific primers for
CEP104 (primer sequences are provided in Supplementary
Table S1), qPCR based on SYBR green dye (SYBR Premix
Ex Taq II, TAKARA, Japan) was performed to achieve
the relative CEP104 expression in patients carrying
the mutations compared to healthy family members
genotyped as wild type or heterozygous for the same
mutation (ABI 7500 instrument, Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, USA). The relative expression for the GAPDH
housekeeping gene was used to normalize the results and
the instrument’s ABI 7500 software 2.0.6 was employed
to analyze the relative quantification data based on the
ΔΔCT method.
We also aimed to carry out the protein expression
level by Western blot analysis. To this end, the whole-cell
proteins (cell lysates) from LCLs were isolated using RIPA
(radioimmunoprecipitation assay) lysis buffer. The quality
and concentration of extracted proteins were investigated
via the Bradford assay (Quick Start, Bio-Rad Laboratories)
by making a standard curve of serial dilutions of BSA
protein using a NanoDrop device. Protein samples were
electrophoresed on 10% SDS-PAGE gels (Mini TransBlot Cell Module, Cat.1703810, Bio-Rad Laboratories)
and then transferred to the PVDF membrane. To better
evaluate the protein expression and distinguish between
truncated short versions and NMD-undergone degraded
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_

Severe (IQ = 25)

Low-set ears
(#HPO:0000369)

Generalized hypotonia
(#HPO:0001290)

Joint laxity
(#HPO:0001388)

Retinitis pigmentosa
(#HPO:0000510)

Night blindness
(#HPO:0000662)

Nystagmus
(#HPO:0000639)

Strabismus
(#HPO:0000486)

Cystic renal dysplasia
(#HPO:0000800

Intellectual disability
(#HPO:0001249)
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delay (#HPO:0001263)
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_

Hypertelorism
(#HPO:0000316)

Global developmental

_

54 (+1SD)

OFC (cm)

Protruding tongue
(#HPO:0010808)

First cousin

Parental consanguinity

Male

Gender

--/10 years

Novel

Previously reported/
novel mutation

Age of onset/Age at
examination

NM_014704:c.2356_2357insTT
p.(Cys786Phefs*11)

II:6

Novel
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_

_
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_

_

_

+
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(IQ = 53)

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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First
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First
cousin
56 (0SD)
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+
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(IQ = 50)

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

54 (-0.7SD)

First cousin

--/28 years
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NM_014704:c.1901_1902insT
p.(Leu634Phefs*33)

Whole exome sequencing

II:5

Whole exome sequencing

9100012

II:3

II:4

8800138

CEP104 (OMIM:616690)

Identified diseasecausing variantsa

Sequencing approach
used

Gene
Family
Individual

NA

NA

_

NA

NA

+

+

_

_

_

NA

_

NA

First cousin

--/24 years

Male

Reported (PMID: 20690115)

NA

NA

_

NA

NA

NA

NA

_

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

First cousin

Prenatal/Prenatal

NA

Reported (PMID: 17564967)

NM_025114.3:c.4393C > T
p.(Arg1465*)

Targeted exome sequencing
for 3498 genes for Mendelian
disorder

Targeted exome sequencing
for 436 known genes for
vision disorders
NM_025114.3:c.322C > T
p.(Arg108*)

II:3

9708501

II:4

9609908

Table 1. Clinical Characteristics and Genetic Mutations Identified in CEP104 and CEP290 Genes in our Iranian families
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NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

+

_

_

_

_

_

NA

First cousin

Infancy/Infancy

Female

Novel

NM_025114.3:c.7341_7344dupACTT
p.(Ser2449Thrfs*8)

Targeted exome sequencing for 284
known Retinitis Pigmentosa genes

II:1

9403135

CEP290 (OMIM:610142)

+

+

NA

+

+

_

+

NA

+

_

_

+

34 (at birth)

First cousin

Infancy/Infancy

Male

Reported (PMID: 16682973)

NM_025114.3:c.5668G > T
p.(Gly1890*)

Targeted exome sequencing
for 23 known genes for JBTS

II:1

9201216

NA

NA

+

NA

NA

NA

NA

_

NA

+

+

NA

NA

Non-consanguineous

Prenatal/Prenatal

Female

Reported (PMID: 26092869)

NM_025114.3:c.1666dupA
p.(Ile556Asnfs*20)

Targeted exome sequencing
for 23 known genes for JBTS

II:3

9101057
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Poor wound healing
(#HPO:0001058)
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(#HPO:0000657)
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_
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_

II:6

NA

_

NA

_

_
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_

NA

NA

NA

NA

_

II:4
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NA

NA

NA

_

+

+

+

_

_

_

_

+

II:3

9708501

NA

_

NA

_

_

_

_

NA

NA

NA

NA

_

II:1

9403135

CEP290 (OMIM:610142)

NA

NA

Molar Tooth Sign
(#HPO:0002419),
Cerebellar vermis hypoplasia
(#HPO:0001320)

NA

+

NA

NA

+

_

_

_

_

+

II:3

9101057

+

NA

_

_

_

_

NA

NA

NA

+

+

II:1

9201216

HPO, Human phenotype ontology; ID, Intellectual disability; OFC, Occipital frontal circumference; JBTS, Joubert syndrome; LCA, Leber congenital amaurosis; MKS, Meckel syndrome; RP, Retinitis
pigmentosa.
a
Identified disease-causing variants in genes; CEP104 (NM_014704) and CEP290 (NM_025114.3). All individuals are of Iranian ancestry. NA indicates for not applicable or not available.
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_
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hepatic fibrosis
(#HPO:0002612)
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_

Hydrocephaly
(#HPO:0000238)
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_

_

Meningocele
(#HPO:0002435)

Occipital

+

+ (hand biting)

_

_

_

_

_

_

II:5

II:3

II:4

9100012

CEP104 (OMIM:616690)

8800138

Autistic behavior
(#HPO:0000729)

Self-injurious behavior
(#HPO:0100716)

Aggression
(#HPO:0000718)

brain morphology
(#HPO:0012443)
Ataxia
(#HPO:0001251)

Abnormality of

Gene
Family
Individual

Table 1. Continues
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proteins, we used two primary antibodies for CEP104
protein, one against the N-terminus region (Santa Cruz,
sc-515455) and the other for the region close to the
C-terminus of the protein (Thermo Fisher Scientific, PA3101). Secondary antibodies used in this study included
the Goat anti-Mouse (ab205719, Abcam) and Goat antiRabbit (ab205718, Abcam) HRP antibodies. The anti-beta
Actin antibody (ab8226, Abcam) was used as loading
control. The ECL Select Western blotting detection
reagent (RPN2235, GE healthcare) was utilized to develop
the bands.

members compatible with recessive inheritance. However,
for families 9609908 and 9403135, the heterozygous
variants in the parents were not confirmed due to the
unavailability of samples. For the family 9101057, as
none of the aborted fetuses were available for sequencing,
the causative homozygous NM_025114.3:c.1666dupA
p.(Ile556Asnfs*20) variant in the fetuses was not
confirmed (Figures 1D and 2C). Our patients with CEP104
variants, family 8800138; NM_014704:c.2356_2357insTT
p.(Cys786Phefs*11)
and
family
9100012;
NM_014704:c.1901_1902insT
p.(Leu634Phefs*33)
showed non-syndromic ID with no brain malformations
Results
such as cerebellar hypoplasia or pathognomonic molar
Genetic Analysis Results
tooth sign (MTS) (Figure 1C), previously reported for
We describe two and five families with causative
patients with JBTS carrying CEP104 mutations.19,39 This
variants of CEP104 and CEP290, respectively (pedigrees,
may indicate that at least in some cases, CEP104 is less
identified variants and detailed clinical data are provided
likely to cause brain malformations; rather, it can possibly
in Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1). In summary, we
affect higher cognitive and intellectual capabilities. Our
identified two novel homozygous variants in CEP104;
patients with CEP290 variants manifested an extensive
NM_014704:c.2356_2357insTT
p.(Cys786Phefs*11)
phenotypic spectrum compatible with known phenotypes
and NM_014704:c.1901_1902insT p.(Leu634Phefs*33)
related to CEP290 variants. Clinical findings in the
in the affected members of two families. In the
family 9403135; NM_025114.3:c.7341_7344dupACTT
remaining five families, a novel homozygous
p.(Ser2449Thrfs*8) showing LCA and the family 9609908;
variant;
NM_025114.3:c.7341_7344dupACTT
NM_025114.3:c.322C > T
p.(Arg108*)
presenting
p.(Ser2449Thrfs*8) and four previously reported
with night blindness and hearing loss were in line
homozygous
variants;
NM_025114.3:c.322C > T
with CEP290 localization and function in the cilia of
p.(Arg108*), NM_025114.3:c.4393C > T p.(Arg1465*),
photoreceptor cells.28 The proband in the family 9201216;
NM_025114.3:c.5668G > T
p.(Gly1890*)
and
NM_025114.3:c.5668G > T p.(Gly1890*) was referred
NM_025114.3:c.1666dupA p.(Ile556Asnfs*20) were
with LCA and typical symptoms associated with JBTS,
Figure 1. A)
Representation
CEP104.
are shown
scaledevelopmental
as vertical bars. delay.
The mutations
in families
identified
in Schematic
CEP290. As
mentioned,ofallthe
theHuman
variants
were The exons
including
MTStoand
The aborted
are shown relative
towere
theirconfirmed
positions inby
gene
and protein
domains. B) fetuses
Schematic
domain
view9708501;
of humanNM_025114.3:c.4393C
CEP104, adapted from Al-Jassar
homozygous
and
Sanger
sequencing.
in
families
>T
et al.15 C) Axial, sagittal and flair views of brain MRI scans from patient in family 8800138 (a1, a2, a3) and a male patient from family
The variants were found to be segregated in the family
p.(Arg1465*) and 9101057; NM_025114.3:c.1666dupA
9100012 (b1, b2, b3) show normal brain structure with no characteristics of Joubert syndrome including molar tooth sign and hypoplasia
of the cerebellar vermis. D) Pedigrees and segregation of the mutations within families.

Figure 2. A) Schematic Representation of the Human CEP290. The exons are shown to scale as vertical bars. The mutations in families
Figure
2. A)relative
Schematic
Representation
of gene
the Human
CEP290.
The exons
shown to
scale asview
vertical
bars. The
mutations
in families
are from
are
shown
to their
positions in
and protein
domains.
B) are
Schematic
domain
of human
CEP290
protein,
adapted
shownetrelative
to their
positions
and protein
domains.
B) Schematic
view of
human CEP290
protein,
adapted
from Sayer
et
Sayer
al. (2006)
and
Moradiinetgene
al. (2011).
A 13
interspaced
series ofdomain
coiled-coil
domains
constitute
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structure
of CEP290.
al. (2006)
Moradi
et al.
(2011). Acoiled-coil
13 interspaced
series including
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domains
constitute
the mainmotifs
structure
of CEP290.
are other and
There
are and
other
motifs
between
domains,
KID,
P-loop
and BP-NLS
(not
shown). There
C) Pedigrees
motifs between coiled-coil domains, including KID, P-loop and BP-NLS motifs (not shown). C) Pedigrees and segregation of the mutations
within families. For families 9708501 and 9201216, cosegregation of8 the variants was confirmed by sequencing. In families 9609908
and 9403135, the heterozygous variants in the parents were not confirmed due to the unavailability of samples. For family 9101057,
the causative homozygous variant in the fetuses (in heterozygous status in parents) were not confirmed due to unavailability of aborted
fetuses for sequencing. Abbreviations: CC: coiled-coil domain, MYO-tail: myosin-tail homology domain, SMC: structural maintenance of
chromosomes (SMC) chromosome segregation ATPase homology domain , TM: tropomyosin homology domain, WT: wild-type.
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p.(Ile556Asnfs*20) showed clinical manifestations linked
to Meckel-Gruber syndrome. All our patients except for
family 9101057 were born to consanguineous families and
the inheritance pattern in all pedigrees was compatible
with the recessive mode which is in line with a putative
inheritance mode for most ciliopathy genes.

shows the lower expression of the truncated protein rather
than complete nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) in
patients carrying truncating variants.

Discussion
CEP (centrosomal) proteins are involved in ciliary
functions and in the regulation of cell division, motility
RNA and Protein Expression Profiles of Patient-Derived
and signal transduction through their complex
Lymphoblastoid Cells
interaction networks with other ciliary proteins, especially
We established LCLs for all healthy and affected members
with major ciliopathy proteins showing neurological
of the families 8800138 and 9100012 carrying truncating
consequences.10,21 CEP104 is a ciliary protein localizing
variants in CEP104. The effects of the variants on the
at primary cilia which play central roles in transducing
RNA and protein expression levels were then investigated
or regulating several signaling pathways; defects in
in these cells using qPCR and Western blot analysis,
primary cilia contribute to a group of disorders known as
respectively. Quantitative analysis of the CEP104 mRNA
“ciliopathies” that can adversely affect development of the
expression level revealed a significant reduction of
brain and other essential organs.11-13 Previously reported
CEP104 transcripts in the patients’ cells compared to the
patients with CEP104 variants19,35 all manifested typical
unaffected wild-type and heterozygous members of the
JBTS with neurologic manifestations including MTS,
family (Figure 3A).
oculomotor apraxia and hypotonia alongside significant
Weak traces of protein expression in homozygous
developmental delay with the absence of polydactyly,
segregation
the mutationsvariants
within families.
familiesusing
9708501 and
9201216,
cosegregation
of the
variants
was however,
confirmed did
by not
patients
withof truncating
were For
detected
liver
or renal
involvement.
Our
patients,
sequencing.
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9609908specific
and 9403135,
the heterozygous
in the typical
parents were
not rather,
confirmedthey
due to
the unavailability
of no
CEP104
primary
antibody
to the
N-terminusvariantsshow
JBTS;
manifested
ID with
samples. For family 9101057, the causative homozygous variant in the fetuses (in heterozygous status in parents) were not confirmed due
region
of the protein.
However,
experiment
using CC: attributable
syndromes.
patienthomology
in family
8800138;
to unavailability
of aborted
fetusesrepeated
for sequencing.
Abbreviations:
coiled-coil domain,
MYO-tail:The
myosin-tail
domain,
structural maintenance
of chromosomes
chromosome
ATPase homology domain, TM: tropomyosin
homology
theSMC:
C-terminus-binding
CEP104
antibody(SMC)
did not
reveal segregation
NM_014704:c.2356_2357insTT
p.(Cys786Phefs*11)
domain,bands
WT: wild-type.
specific
indicating the absence of the respective
also showed joint laxity, stereotypic hand movement and
epitope in affected individuals (Figure 3B). This finding
autistic phenotype. MRI imaging did not show JBTS-

Figure 3. A) The qPCR Analysis of CEP104 Transcripts in Families 8800138 and 9100012. The results indicate a significant reduction of
transcripts in patients compared to other family members. Each bar represents a single individual. The results were normalized by comparison
3. A) The
qPCR Analysis
CEP104blot
Transcripts
8800138
and 9100012.
The results
indicate
a significant reduction
of The
toFigure
the GAPDH
expression
level. B)ofWestern
analysis in
to Families
detect CEP104
protein
in whole-cell
lysates
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cell lines.
transcripts
in patients
family
Each
barthree
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a single in
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The show
resultsweak
wereexpression
normalizedusing
by the
order
of loaded
samplescompared
indicated to
forother
the first
blot members.
is the same
for all
blots. Patients
both families
comparison to the GAPDH expression level. B) Western blot analysis to detect CEP104 protein in whole-cell lysates from
CEP104 N-terminus antibody whereas no protein expression is seen in their profiles using a C-terminus antibody indicating the lower-level
lymphoblastoid cell lines. The order of loaded samples indicated for the first blot is the same for all three blots. Patients in both families
expression of truncated CEP104 in patients (Hetero: Heterozygote, WT: Wild-type).
show weak expression using the CEP104 N-terminus antibody whereas no protein expression is seen in their profiles using a C-terminus
antibody indicating the lower-level expression of truncated CEP104 in patients (Hetero: Heterozygote, WT: Wild-type).
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related neurologic signs. The family 9100012 patients;
NM_014704:c.1901_1902insT
p.(Leu634Phefs*33)
showed merely ID with no defective MRI imaging or
skeletal disorders. The locations of variants in these two
families are conserved and lie in functional domains
(zinc finger and TOG domains, respectively) so that their
deleterious effects are not unlikely. Taken together, the
incomplete overlap of the phenotypic spectrum between
previously reported patients carrying CEP104 mutations
and that of our patients may be explained by the extensive
phenotypic spectrum observed in ciliopathies affecting
almost every organ. In addition, ciliopathies represent
genetic and allelic heterogeneity.24 In the case of JBTS,
for instance, 34 genes have been linked to the disorder
to date (http://www.omim.org/). Furthermore, the
allelic heterogeneity of ciliopathy genes increases the
heterogeneity linked to the ciliopathies.19 Therefore, our
study expands the mutational and clinical phenotypes
reported for CEP104, which may have implications for
probable genotype-phenotype correlations as well as
understanding its molecular function.
Given the increasing number of proteins contributing
to interactions with CEP290, it is not unlikely that it
serves as a key hub in ciliary/centrosomal molecular
networks. Centrosomal and ciliary proteins share
multiple interactions in response to extracellular signaling
associated with the homeostasis of tissues and neuronal
development.40 This may explain the overlapping yet
distinct ciliopathy phenotypic spectrum resulting from
CEP290 pathogenic variants, defects of which may
leave retinal, renal and neuronal phenotypes including
ID as major consequences. As an example, through its
interaction with RAB8A which is in direct collaboration
with the BBSome complex leading to centrosomal
localization of BBS4, CEP290 makes a bridge with this
complex broadening its potential interaction network.32
Since CEP290 is implicated in the BBSome molecular
network linked to BBS, it is not surprising that CEP290
variants cause diverse phenotypic outcomes conferring a
clue to unravel molecular mechanisms and genetic links
underlying ciliopathies. Consistent with the heterogeneity
and pleiotropy of phenotypes associated with CEP290
causative variants previously reported in other
studies,27-29,41 our families with CEP290 variants showed
various phenotypes.
Taken together, the extensive phenotypic spectrum in our
patients further underscores the importance of CEP genes
in primary cilia, defects of which could result in highly
pleiotropic phenotypes including neurodevelopmental
signs (as seen in the aborted fetuses of families 97018501
and 9101057 with CEP290 variants) and ID (family
9201216 with CEP290 variants and families 8800138 and
9100012 carrying CEP104 variants).
In conclusion, identification of new variants in genes
previously implicated in ciliopathies such as CEP104 and
CEP290 can expand the phenotypic spectrum associated
with these disorders and may even establish some

genotype-phenotype correlations. Similarly, identification
of novel genes linked to ciliopathies may further elucidate
the molecular mechanisms underlying these disorders. In
addition, it yields more implications for genetic counseling
and screening for families affected with these disorders.
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